Abstract---
INTRODUCTION
Wind forces, and their static and dynamic effects, need to be taken into account while designing buildings, structures and their components thereof. If a structure is tall and slender, the effect of wind on the structure can be critical. The distribution of wind speed is also important in determining the serviceability of buildings. The estimated wind speed at 1000-year (yr) return period is often used to arrive at the design load that a structure must withstand during its lifetime [1] [2] . For arriving at such design values, a standard procedure is to analyse historic wind data over a period of time and arrive at statistical estimates.
A theoretical analysis of extreme hydrologic phenomena has led researchers to identify Gumbel distribution as a standard distribution for frequency analysis of recorded extreme meteorological data such as rainfall, temperature, wind speed, evaporation, etc; and hence used in the present study. Standard analytical procedures such as Method of N. Vivekanandan [3] . Number of studies has been carried out by different researchers on analysing the characteristics of the parameter estimation methods of Gumbel distribution. Research reports indicated that MOM is a natural and relatively easy parameter estimation method. MLM is considered the most efficient method, since it provides the smallest sampling variance of the estimated parameters and hence of the estimated quantiles compared to other methods. But, the method has the disadvantage of frequently giving biased estimates and often failed to give the desired accuracy in estimating extremes from hydrological data. It may not produce good estimators in small samples, especially when the random variable is restricted to an interval that depends on the parameters [4] [5] [6] . PWM and MLS are much less complicated, and the computations are simpler. Parameter estimates from small samples using PWM and MLS are sometimes more accurate than the MLM estimates for Gumbel distribution. On the other hand, OSA estimators are unbiased and having minimum variance [7] [8] [9] [10] . Since there is no general agreement in applying particular method for a region because of the characteristics of the estimators, an attempt is made to apply five parameter estimation methods of Gumbel distribution for modelling HMWS data recorded at Delhi and Visakhapatnam regions. GoF tests involving Anderson-Darling (AD) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) are employed for checking the adequacy of fitting of the method to the recorded data. Diagnostic analysis involving RMSE is used for selection of a suitable method of Gumbel distribution for modelling HMWS for the regions under study. The methodology adopted in estimation of design wind speed using all five methods of Gumbel distribution, GoF tests and diagnostic analysis are briefly described in the ensuing sections.
II. METHODOLOGY

A) Probability Distribution
The Probability Density Function [PDF; f(W)] and Cumulative Distribution Function [CDF; F(W)] of Gumbel distribution is given by:
(1)
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Method of Least Squares
where P i =(i-0.44)/(N+0.12) and ln(-ln(P i )) defines the cumulative probability of non-exceedance for each W i .
Order Statistics Approach
OSA is based on the assumption that the set of extreme values constitutes a statistically independent series of observations. The OSA estimators of Gumbel distribution are given by: Here N is the sample size containing the basic data that are divided into k sub groups of n elements each leaving n′ remainders. and are the distribution parameters of the groups, and and are the parameters of the remainders, if any. These can be computed from the following equations: 
The weights ni α and ni β used i OSA estima rs, and values of A n , B n , and C n used r OSA, are given in AERB safety gu
B) Goodness-of-Fit Tests
The AD and KS statistics are defined by: n in computing the SE fo ide [12] .
determining to
where Z (i) =F(W i ), for i=1 3,… Also, F (W )=(i-0.44)/(N+0.12) is the empirical CDF of W i and 
C) Diagnostic Test
Theoretical description of RMSE is given by: Tables 1 and 2 give the extreme wind speed estimates for different return periods together with SE given by fiv From Tables 1 and 2 , it may be noted that the extreme wind spee imate b stentl gher wh puted from Eqs. (14-15) using o and given in Table 3. d est s given y OSA are consi y hi en compared with the corresponding values of other four methods for both the regions.
B) Analysis Based on GoF Tests
oF tests statistics were com G the estimators of Gumbel distributi n 
C) Analysis Based on Diagnostic Test
The RMSE values were computed from Eq. (16) using the estimators of Gumbel distribution and given in Table 4 . Figures  1 and 2 show the PDF plots of recorded and estimated wind speeds given by Gumbel (using OSA) for Delhi and Visakhapatnam. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presented a comput WS data for est a on of ex Visakhapatnam regions tribution using MOM, MLM, MLS, OSA and PWM. GoF tests results confirmed the use of five methods for determination of parameters of Gumbel distribution for modelling HMWS for both the regions. The diagnostic analysis indicated that OSA is found to be an appropriate method for estimation of design wind speed based on the amount of variation on RMSE. The results showed that the RMSE on the estimated wind speed given by Gumbel distribution (using OSA) for Delhi and Visakhapatnam regions are 2.71 km/ hr and 3.41 km/ hr respectively. The results also showed that the CC values for Delhi and Visakhapatnam are 0.977 and 0.979 respectively. The study suggested that the Mean+SE (where Mean denotes the estimated extreme wind speed) values of about 147 km/ hr and 183 km/ hr related to 1000-yr return period may be adopted for design purposes of buildings and structures at Delhi and Visakhapatnam regions.
